GreenBrief

Conserve. Create. Renew.
At LP, our approach to the environment can be summed
up with three words: conserve, create, and renew. As
a leader in the building products industry, we view it as
our responsibility to be good stewards of the environment
and to develop and manufacture products that help
builders build better homes.
To us, “green” is about conserving natural resources,
creating products that help builders reduce waste, and
finding ways to utilize renewable energy sources and
reduce waste throughout our operations.

Conserving Natural Resources
LP’s OSB, structural framing, and exterior siding products
are made from wood - a renewable, natural resource.
		To ensure that we are being good
stewards when it comes to our use
of natural resources, we participate
		 SFI-00003
in the Sustainable Forestry Initiative®
		
(SFI), which promotes sustainable
forestry management.
LP adheres to strict guidelines and third-party audits
of our fiber sourcing and forest management programs, and
our participation in SFI helps ensure that the wood used to
make our products comes from well-managed forests.
Through our participation in SFI, we monitor the lands
and operations that produce our wood supply in order to
maintain wildlife habitat and water and soil quality.
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Another way that we help conserve resources:
we use the entire log in our manufacturing process.
The design of our equipment enables us to efficiently
utilize the majority of the log with minimal waste. And
any wood waste that does occur is used in our bark
burners, which help provide the energy that is used to
fuel the operation of our mills. We are also mindful
of indoor air quality throughout our manufacturing
process; we only use low-emitting resins and do not
add urea-formaldehyde to any of our products.

Creating Efficient Products
LP’s products are made of engineered wood.
Our manufacturing processes allow us to create highquality engineered products that utilize fewer raw
materials and are more consistent than traditional
lumber products.
The consistency of our engineered products helps
reduce material waste and saves builders time and money

throughout the construction process. To sum it up, our
products help builders build better homes more efficiently.

Utilizing Renewable Energy Sources
At this time, our renewability efforts are primarily
focused on increasing the efficiency of the biomass
fuel generated at our facilities. Currently, 74% of the
energy used in our manufacturing process comes from
biomass energy that is produced on site.
LP is also committed to finding new ways to conserve
energy throughout our operations. Our company-wide
PowerForward initiative empowers all LP employees to
generate new ideas and implement energy-saving solutions.
To learn more about LP’s environmental approach
and to find out why the nation’s leading builders choose
engineered wood materials from LP Building Products,
contact your LP sales representative, visit www.lpcorp.com,
or call 888.820.0325.
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